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A Poor Servant Church

‘You Did It To Me’
A Letter From South Africa

TAKING THE RISK
It is true that going out on to the street
Implies the risk of accidents happening,
As they would to any ordinary man or woman.
But if the Church stays wrapped up in itself,
it will age.
And if I had to choose between a wounded Church
That goes out on to the streets
And a sick, withdrawn Church,
I would definitely choose the first one.

– POPE FRANCIS
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From the Editor
Paris and Nigeria
The murders which took place in France in early January were a terrible atrocity deserving of universal condemnation. Twelve of those
Br Stephen O’Kane, OFM
killed were employed by a magazine which specialised in offending
believers, both Muslim and Christian. They did this, they said, as an
expression of Freedom of Speech and to expose hypocrisy in religion. The reaction against what
happened was extraordinary, with 42 heads of state coming to Paris in solidarity and 3.7 million
French citizens marching against terror.
I was struck by two aspects of this tragedy. Firstly, at around the same time, approximately two
thousand people, many of them Christian, were brutally murdered in northern Nigeria by a
group similar to those who had killed in France. This slaughter in Nigeria occurred with hardly
a word said about it. Are Nigerian lives of less value than French lives? And what is happening
in Nigeria is repeated time and again, without many heads of state arriving to protest. The
Catholic Archbishop of the area where so many were killed, Ignatius Kaigama, has accused the
Western world of ignoring the continuing atrocities in northern Nigeria.
The other thing I reflected on was the idea of Freedom
of Speech. This is a cherished value and one we take
for granted in Ireland. In many countries where Irish
missionaries work, it does not exist. But surely,
Freedom of Speech has to be modified by other values, most particularly respect for others. Pope Francis
said as much when on the plane from Sri Lanka to the
Philippines he joked that if someone mocked his
mother he would give him a punch! Not that the Pope
was advocating violence, he was merely pointing out
that we are human, and it is understandable (even if
not condonable) that mockery results in retaliation. In
other words, what I say has an effect on others and I
must take responsibility for what I say.
Let us continue to pray for peace throughout the world; let us continue to pray for the many
fellow human beings who die violently throughout the world, not forgetting those who cause
their deaths. And let us be attentive to the consequences of what we say. As St Paul wrote to the
Ephesians, ‘Guard against foul talk; let your words be for the improvement of others…and do
good to your listeners’ (4:29).
– Stephen O’Kane OFM
(director.fmu@franciscans.ie)
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Gerald Evans
writes from Panama
of his growing
involvement with
the indigenous
peoples as they
struggle to live with
human dignity.

Seeing People at their
Deepest, Divine Level
A

fter my initial contact with the
indigenous families in our area, little by little my encounters became
more frequent. They focused on the reality
of their lives, particularly of single or abandoned mothers with children struggling
alone to keep body and soul together. A
catalyst experience which led me deeper
into the indigenous world was my
encounter with a girl called Martina. She
lived in a makeshift house built with corrugated tin and bamboo. When I first met
Martina she had just lost her husband
Juan. I gathered that Juan had died from
something as simple as appendicitis.
Although Panama has a good health system with good state hospitals, these people are so very often on the fringes and
are too shy to look for the healthcare
which is their right. Martina was left with
three small children to care for with no
means of support. We mobilised our parish
family pastoral team to respond to
Martina’s situation. They connected her to
the health services available to all citizens
in her predicament. Through their
encounter with Martina’s dilemma, the
team members began to connect with their
indigenous brothers and sisters living on
the margins of our parish.

Rosa
On another occasion I was attending a
meeting of a pastoral team in one of the
villages in the mountains within our parish.
The meeting was attended by about
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twenty people. The theme was about setting up outreach teams to respond to
needy families. The woman coordinating
the meeting was named Rosa. From the
moment I met Rosa, I immediately
warmed to this intelligent, practical, fairminded and most of all kind-hearted person. In this meeting Rosa went straight to
the point expressing her deep concern
that the needy indigenous families in our
parish were doubly marginalised. Firstly,
due to their poverty, and secondly due to
their being indigenous. Indeed she suggested their poverty and marginalised
state is due to the prejudice the Latino
population holds towards them as an
indigenous community.
She then stopped for a moment,
looked at me, smiled and said, ‘You know,
Fray, the most ridiculous thing about all of
this is that there is nobody in our communities who can call themselves pure
Latinos or for that matter pure indigenous.
We are each one of us an incredible mixture of both cultures. Just look at our
faces and you will see traces of the
indigenous in each one of us. Likewise
just look at the indigenous populations
and you will also see Latino traces in their
faces.’ I was struck by the tense silence
Rosa’s affirmation provoked in the group. I
knew that that silence would only break
when the people left the meeting and
talked together on their way home. Rosa
was a plain speaker; an unusual value
where so often people address things

through other people rather than directly
with the person in question.
Included
The Martina scenario served as a catalyst
for many to wake up and realise that there
were many unattended and uncared for
people in their midst. Among these interested parties was the couple Gustavo and
Marta Alicia who have two children. I began
to hold meetings with them along with the
indigenous couple Cicilio and Hercilia and
their niece Elda, a student of law at the
National University, with a view to addressing the issue. Slowly we came to a decision
to hold a meeting with the parish family pastoral team and invite the indigenous families
to share their reality with us. The plan was
to listen to them, see why they flock to the
evangelical sects, and how we might be
able to re-engage, accompany and include
them in the overall pastoral plan for the family within the parish. I use the word ‘include’
with intention. The danger I felt at this point
was to create a separate pastoral plan for
the indigenous families within the parish
thus maintaining them as a separate entity,
a caste apart within the parish.
Valued and Respected
The meeting turned out to be yet another
very interesting example of the mystery of
the ‘self-revelation of the other’ that can
come about through respectful and mutual
listening. It revealed that their deepest need
was to be valued, respected and embraced
5

as human beings by the greater population.
Most expressed their perception of the
Catholic Church as a Church for the
wealthy with no place for them. I was
stunned and wondered once again, very
painfully, what had happened to the initial
close fraternal relationship that existed
between these people and the friars. I wondered privately whether the Central
American friars, like the Latino populations
of the district, were also conditioned in their
relationships with the indigenous populations by the shadow side of their own personalities. Most of our Central American friars to a greater or lesser extent have
indigenous blood flowing through their
veins.
In the heel of the hunt, we offered to
hold a celebration of the Word once a
month for indigenous families with a view
to inviting them along to reflect and pray on
their lives and needs. On the suggestion of
the indigenous families we agreed to hold
these meetings in the areas where the
indigenous families resided. The first meeting was held in a most amazingly symbolic
location. Bearing in mind that these people
are marginalised at so many levels, their
place of habitation in our town is a miserable shanty town just below the cemetery.
The community’s name is Comunidad
nueva esperanza, the community of new
hope. But an even more hopeful sign was
that the people had chosen to hold this first
meeting on Easter Sunday.
Life and Hope
As the meeting progressed, with the little
group reflecting on the beautifully hopeful
Resurrection narratives, I couldn’t help
being very moved by the parallels between
the readings and the lives of those poor
people. The story told of how the women
set out to search for Jesus when it was still
dark and on the way they wondered who
would move the stone. However on reaching the tomb discovered the stone had
been already removed. How significant I
felt were these words and how these people grasped them as giving new hope to
their lives and journey. They too were setting out in darkness wondering about the
stones which might block their way but
were reassured by the words of the Gospel
telling them that when providence calls it
opens and clears the way forward. The
encounter between Mary Magdalene and
Jesus by the tomb side also drew the
attention of a number of the women who
noticed very sharply that Mary was looking
into the tomb when Jesus called her. She
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Display: Gerald with a local
woman and her handiwork

was looking into the place of death. Like
Mary so often we see things and indeed
people through the dark side of our soul.
That is to say we see things as we are
rather than as they truly are. The dark side
of our soul conditions our look. It was only
when Mary turned around and looked into
his eyes where life was to be found that
she too found life and hope. So too, they
concluded, it is only when we see the world
and others with God’s eyes that we see
things and people at their deepest and
divine level. How incredibly appropriate
was this extraordinary observation by a
community living below the cemetery. They
too concluded they would have to look
beyond the cemetery in their midst and turn
their eyes to and find new life in Jesus.
Graced and Loved
As the monthly meetings in the shanty
town progressed, it became evident that
the needs of these people were great. Most
of the families were living in the most
appalling conditions of misery. Their
houses were just about put together mainly
with wood planks and corrugated tin.
However the reality to be addressed was
very complex. The poverty of these people
was not only material but a poverty of a
sense of their own true dignity and value
as human beings. Indeed their material
poverty stemmed fundamentally from a

much deeper existential poverty. Therefore
the situation had to be addressed integrally.
So firstly, since we believed providence to
be moving us in this endeavour, we began
by instilling in them through the Scriptures a
sense of their own dignity as graced and
loved by God. Empowering them by connecting them to their God-given gifts, talents
and inner transforming resources. Since a
change of any reality is born out of a
change of heart in those who form that reality. At the same time we were careful to
keep the people focused on the reality we
hoped to help them change thus empowering them to affect change integrally, both
interior and exterior. So in the meetings we
began to look for ways to help these people
to lift themselves out of the misery that
engulfed them.
In one of the meetings we addressed
the situation with the people wondering
what skills they possessed. Most of the
women were very agile in sowing and
embroidering. So we began to discuss the
possibility of setting up a project to produce
and sell artisan works.
Around about the same time we
became aware that the Jesuits had been
pioneering a very ambitious project among
the indigenous populations about forty miles
away. We decided to visit them with a number of the indigenous brothers and sisters of
our parish. The project was very impressive
St Anthony Brief

and included training in artisan works,
farming techniques, animal husbandry, etc.
Although we were very impressed with the
project it was quite evident that the project
was very much the work of the Jesuits
serving the indigenous populations rather
than a project of the indigenous populations themselves. Our aim was at all cost to
accompany our indigenous brothers and
sisters to be protagonists of their own project, however small, from the very beginning.
The Project
As time passed it became clear that the
families were becoming more and more
anxious to begin the project. So at one of
the meetings myself and Gustavo asked
the essential questions: When, how and
where to start it. There seemed to be little
doubt on the when and where as Cicilio
suggested they could start in his house and
as soon as possible. The fact that he didn’t
ask to use the church’s facilities to start up
the project caught my attention and I asked
him afterwards why not. His reply was even
more interesting and hopeful, ‘If the project
is to be ours, Fray, and not the Church’s, it
is we who must find somewhere to start it
up. We are very grateful that you and the
friars are interested in accompanying us on
this endeavour but not doing it for us.’
Once again this very bright young man left
me stunned at his reply.
The ‘how’ to start however posed the
perennial difficulty. Every project needs
finances to start it up and this project was
no exception. I asked them how much they
would need to begin and they replied with
the figure of about $100. I could see that
they were hoping that we the friars would
offer to help on that front. Don’t think I have
ever been more tempted to simply reply,
‘You got it.’ But something held me back
and almost spontaneously what came out
of my mouth was, ‘And how were you
thinking of gathering together that sum of
money?’ They looked at me forlornly leaving me very uncomfortable. I knew intuitively that somehow they had to be challenged to look for the resources themselves right from the beginning if the project was to be theirs and not ours.
The Butterfly
At that moment Gustavo intervened with a
most beautiful parable to shed light on the
moment. The story was that of a man who
went into a butterfly farm and was
enchanted by the beautiful colours of the
butterflies. He entered into one of the
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sheds where a large number of cocoons
hung from the ceiling. His attention was
caught by a caterpillar struggling in vain to
break loose from the cocoon. His heart
went out to the poor, struggling creature.
He took hold of the cocoon, ripped it open
and freed its captive. The butterfly
stretched his wings, flew for a few
moments and then fell to the ground dead.
The man was stunned and sad. I watched
the enthralled eyes as the people listened
to the story.
Gustavo then posed the question,
‘Why do you think the butterfly died?’
Nobody was able to answer but kept
watching and waiting for the answer.
Gustavo continued, ‘The very act of struggling to break through the cocoon strengthens the wings of the butterfly enabling it to
fly away of its own accord. You are the
butterflies with your beautiful, colourful
costumes and the cocoon is the project.
You will never break open your project if
you depend on others to do so.’ An awed
silence ensued. The penny had dropped.
We suggested they meet up but by themselves and give the matter some thought,
prayer and discernment to see how they
could gather at least part of the money to
begin the project. They did so and
returned about a week later happily
announcing that they has gathered
between them $60, had borrowed $40

from the village credit union and were
ready to begin the project.
The Way Ahead
The project began with Martina in charge of
teaching the other ladies to sow and
embroider the most beautiful artisan works.
Little by little they began to receive orders
for their works. They meet once a week to
learn and work together. But they also do a
lot of the work on their own in their houses
so each house and family becomes a little
artisan industry but with all the members
part of a bigger co-operative. Once a month
the group meets for prayer and reflection
on Scripture, applying it to their own concrete lives. They find in the Word the presence of the Lord giving them hope and
answers for the way ahead.
It never has ceased to amaze and
indeed inspire me the great strength in
women I have met over the years who in
the face of great adversity have risen to
such heroic challenges. I have always felt it
to be a special revelation of divine strength
embracing human weakness, confirming the
scriptural affirmation of God’s preferential
option for the poor and needy. It has never
escaped my notice that it was women who
were the first witnesses of the Resurrection.
They were the ones who were motivated by
love which banishes all fear and opens the
way for divine help within and without. n

Project: ‘very agile in sowing and embroidering’
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A Letter from South Africa
Dear Friends,

our children, they care for the
elderly who have been forgotten
by all, they are with the very
poorest – the prisoners. We have
so many beautiful examples.
Often at the funeral Mass of Holy
Cross Sisters one remembers
how they left their homes many,
many decades ago for Christ – at
that time never to return home
again. One is also very proud of
the Xaveri Movement which offers
hospitality to our many refugees
who are abandoned and unwanted.

The Apostolic Exhortation of Pope
Francis The Joy of the Gospel at the
beginning of last year set the tone for
Church ministry. Evangelisation as a
personal encounter with the saving
love of Jesus must be the inspiration
urging all to discover the joy of meeting the Lord and of sharing him with
others.
Our ministry must begin with prayer,
the Pope insisted, ‘How good it is to
stand before a crucifix, or on our
knees before the Blessed
Sacrament, and simply be in his
presence! How much good it does
us when he once more touches our
lives and impels us to share his
new life! What then happens is that
we speak of what we have seen
and heard! The best incentive for
sharing the Gospel comes from
contemplating it with love, lingering over its pages and reading it
with the heart. If we approach it in this
way, its beauty will amaze and constantly
excite us.’ The Pope’s challenge is for us
to make our liturgy, our catechesis, our
preaching, and our ministry redolent with
that joy we experience in knowing the
Lord personally.
The formation of Christian families was
on everybody’s mind in the past year with
the special Synod on the Family in
October – its preparation, its discussion
and its findings. God is Trinity, and as our
Franciscan tradition reminds us God is
community, God is belonging, and God is
family. Realising that in South Africa and
in many areas of the world only 30% of
children live with their fathers shows the
scale of the challenge.
At the end of the year I was exhausted
but also exhilarated. One of the joys of
being a bishop is the celebration of
Confirmation with parishes. Of course
one sees the parish at its very best that
day, a riot of celebration. The Holy Spirit
really seems to take over, the participation, the singing, the joy of the youth and
their parents. It is a wonderful day but
how one longs that this enthusiasm, this
joy in the Lord, this awareness of being
8

Archbishop William
Slattery OFM
of Pretoria writes
of life in his diocese.
loved and sent by the Lord himself, can
be maintained!
I am also filled with joy with the commitment and love of the Church of priests
and religious. Calling for voluntary catechists in the beginning of the year we
had 800 people offer to share their faith.
The work done in our 14 Catholic schools
is valuable but touches less than 1% of
Catholic children. The task is to offer
assistance to our catechists in sharing
their faith. Our programme of Renew is
slowly evolving and will give a structured
knowledge and lived experience of our
faith.
Throughout the Archdiocese the contribution of Catholics to the care of the needy
is enormous; people are healed and others die in peace. Catholics are there
where the poor are alone, they educate

Two local Catholics have provided
moments of extraordinary inspiration. The cause of the Venerable
Benedict Daswa is now far
advanced in Rome. The panel of
papal theologians has unanimously
judged that his death was martyrdom. Here is a father of eight children, a devoted parent and teacher,
a man who built a chapel in his village before building his own home, a
sportsman, a community leader who
died because he opposed branding someone as a witch.
Domitilla Hyams, a young Italian bride,
came to South Africa and in the 1950’s
gathered discarded mentally handicapped
children of all races in her own home. She
was inspired by her enormous love for
Our Lady and personally nursed and
cared for these abandoned children. She
built homes and places of safety for thousands while rearing her own large family.
Near Pretoria she established a farm
which cares for God’s own children and
where she is now buried in her magnificent church.
In conclusion I can only thank God whose
goodness can never be measured. A sentence from one of the Advent Breviary
readings struck me, ‘Lord, you first loved
us so that we might love you and not
because you needed our love, but
because we could not be what you created us to be, except by loving you.’
With prayers and blessings,
Archbishop William Slattery OFM,
Pretoria, South Africa. n
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CORK CENTENARY
Mass on 3 January with Bishop
Buckley as the main celebrant.

On 3 January, the feast of the Holy Name of Jesus, the Poor Clares in Cork had the
concluding Mass of their Centenary Year. One of the highlights of the year was the
celebration of Midnight Mass offered by Fr Bernard Jones OFM, Guardian of the
Cork Friary, on Christmas night, the actual anniversary of the foundation! The first
Masses were celebrated at the newly built monastery on Christmas night 1914.
The main celebrant for the Mass on 3 January was Bishop Buckley, who was joined
by local clergy, diocesan and religious, including Fr Ted O’Callaghan OFM who
preached, Fr Michael Holland OFM and Fr Dermot Lynch OFM Cap. Special guests,
honouring the historical connection were: Fr Bernard McGuckian SJ (in honour of the
connection with Fr Willie Doyle SJ, who was instrumental in the making of the foundation), Fr Anthony Keane OSB (in recognition of the spiritual care given by Blessed
Columba Marmion OSB to the Sisters in the early days) and Fr
Jack Harris CM because a Vincentian, Fr Gill, said the first Mass
at the opening of the monastery in 1914.

Sr Anthony Mary with her sister,
Bessie Attridge.

The chapel was packed for the Mass which was a very joyful celebration. All were welcome to the parlour afterwards to meet the
Sisters and have a cup of tea! n

Sr Francis with Deirdre O'Brien and
Marlyn O'Connor.
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After the Midnight Mass, Chris O'Leary with David
Dwyer and his wife Mary. David is a great grandson
of Walter Dwyer who built the monastery. Walter's
daughter Mary was one of the founding Sisters.
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‘An Indescribable
Tragedy’
Shocking statistics show
that the persecution and
displacement of Christians
in the Middle East and
worldwide has reached
a massive scale.

I

n December Pope Francis wrote a letter
to the Christians in the Middle East.
‘I write to you just before Christmas,
knowing that for many of you the music of
your Christmas hymns will also be
accompanied by tears and sighs.
‘Sadly, afflictions and tribulations have
not been lacking, even more recently, in
the Middle East. They have been aggravated in the past months because of the
continuing hostilities in the region, but
especially because of the work of a newer
and disturbing terrorist organisation, of
previously unimaginable dimensions,
which has perpetrated all kinds of abuses
and inhuman acts. It has particularly
affected a number of you, who have been
brutally driven out of your native lands,
where Christians have been present since
apostolic times.
‘Nor, in writing to you, can I remain
silent about the members of other religious and ethnic groups who are also
experiencing persecution and the effects
of these conflicts. Every day I follow the
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new reports of the enormous suffering
endured by many people in the Middle
East. I think in particular of the children,
the young mothers, the elderly, the homeless and all refugees, the starving and
those facing the prospect of a hard winter
without an adequate shelter. This suffering cries out to God and it calls for our
commitment to prayer and concrete
efforts to help in any way possible. I want
to express to all of you my personal
closeness and solidarity, as well as that of
the whole Church, and to offer you a word
of consolation and hope.’
Decline
In the Middle East it has been estimated
that at current rates of decline due to persecution, Christian numbers will halve
over the next five years. According to the
United Nations Human Rights
Commission, although Christians make
up less than 5 per cent of the Iraqi population, they account for 40 per cent of
refugees there. In 2003, prior to the US-

led invasion, Iraq had 1.5 million
Christians. That number is now down to
400,000. Last July more than 3,000
Christians fled Mosul in Iraq, one of the
oldest Christian cities in the world, in
advance of Islamic State forces who
demanded they convert or be executed. A
little more than a decade ago, Mosul had
60,000 Christians.
About 40 per cent of Christians have
left Syria since the start of the civil war
there three years ago. The past decade
has been turbulent for Christians in most
Arab countries. Egypt's revolutions and
counter-revolutions have been accompanied by riots against Coptic Christians,
with murders and church burnings. In
Gaza and the West Bank, Palestinian
Christians have been emigrating en
masse to escape the effects of Israel's
pro-settler policies and the reaction of
their increasingly fundamentalist Sunni
Muslim neighbours.
At the present rate of decline it has
been estimated that the Middle East's 12
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million Christians will have dropped to six
million by 2020 and will, effectively, have
disappeared from the region as a significant cultural or political force.
Last November Britain's Prince
Charles said it was ‘an indescribable
tragedy that Christianity is now under
such threat in the Middle East, an area
where Christians have lived for 2,000
years and across which Islam spread in
700 AD, with people of different faiths living together peaceably for centuries.’ He
was speaking at the launch of a report by
Catholic charity Aid to the Church in Need
which found that religious freedom had
deteriorated in 55 of the 196 countries it
studied over recent months. It too found
that Christians are the most persecuted
religious minority in the world, while
Muslim countries predominated among
states where the most serious violations
of religious freedom occurred.
Global Persecution
The year 2014 saw more global persecution of Christians than any other in recent
history. According to the International
Society for Human Rights, a secular
group with members in 38 states world-

wide, 80 per cent of all acts of religious
discrimination today are directed at
Christians.
It gets worse. The US Center for the
Study of Global Christianity has estimated
that 100,000 Christians die every year
because of their faith, while the
Washington-based, non-partisan Pew
Research Center has said that Christians
today face some form of discrimination in
139 countries – almost three-quarters of
the world's nations.
There are Christians in jail for blasphemy in Pakistan. Churches are being
burned and worshippers slaughtered in
Nigeria and Egypt – that country has seen
its worst anti-Christian activity in recent
years.
India is the latest country in which
Christians have spoken out about their
persecution. Christians of all denominations issued a joint pre-Christmas statement in which they speak of ‘violence
against our churches in various parts of
the country, especially in Chhattisgarh,
Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, Uttar Pradesh
and now in the territory of the capital city
Delhi’. This, they said, was a ‘well organised campaign, also involving senior

members of parliament belonging to the
ruling party’.
The most violent anti-Christian pogrom
of the early 21st century saw upwards of
500 Christians hacked to death in 2008 by
machete-wielding Hindus at Orissa in India.
In Burma, Christians are routinely imprisoned and tortured. Persecution of
Christians in China is said to be on the
increase and in North Korea a quarter of
Christians live in forced labour camps for
refusing to join the cult of the state's
founder Kim Il-sung. North Korea tops the
2014 list of 50 countries worldwide where
persecution of Christians for religious reasons is believed to be worst. That list, compiled by the Christian non-profit Open
Doors organisation, gives the current top
10 such countries (in reverse order) as
Yemen, Iran, Pakistan, the Maldives, Saudi
Arabia, Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Somalia,
and North Korea.
Open Doors has produced some particularly shocking statistics on Christian persecution. In adition to the large number of
Christians killed every month because of
their faith, 214 churches and properties are
destroyed, and more than 772 instances of
violence against Christians take place. n

A photo of Maaloula in Syria before the war reached it last year. Maaloula is an historic town, long a centre of Christian
worship and pilgrimage. The town was acclaimed as one of the few places where a version of Aramaic, the language of Jesus, is
still spoken and taught. The town was captured by Islamic rebels last year and recaptured after fierce fighting by government
forces. Now its ancient churches and monasteries lie in ruins. Among them is the monastery of St Sergius. Its small
Christian church, one of the most ancient in the world, dating back to the 300s, suffered
heavy damage and its altar is smashed in two. Throughout the town priceless
medieval icons and other works of art have been destroyed or looted
and will never be recovered. Most of the 5,000 or so residents
have fled. Will they return? A Christian community,
continuous since the time of the
Apostles, seems likely to
disappear.
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Church Brief
St Joseph Vaz

St Joseph Vaz
‘St Joseph gives us an example of missionary zeal. Though he came to Ceylon to
minister to the Catholic community, in his
evangelical charity he reached out to
everyone. Leaving behind his home, his
family, the comfort of his familiar surroundings, he responded to the call to go forth,
to speak of Christ wherever he was led. St
Joseph knew how to offer the truth and the
beauty of the Gospel in a multi-religious
context, with respect, dedication, perseverance and humility. This is also the way for
the followers of Jesus today.’ This is what
Pope Francis said on his visit to Sri Lanka
in January when he celebrated the canonisation of Blessed Joseph Vaz (1651-1711),
the first saint of Sri Lanka. ‘In St Joseph’,
the Pope said, ‘we see a powerful sign of
God’s goodness and love for the people of
Sri Lanka. But we also see in him a challenge to persevere in the paths of the
Gospel, to grow in holiness ourselves, and
to testify to the Gospel message of reconciliation to which he dedicated his life.’
Priests Murdered in Mexico
In the state of Guerrero, Mexico, the
Catholic Church welcomed the New Year
with great concern due to the wave of violence and insecurity. The local bishop
Zavala Castro said that priests of his diocese are being threatened and blackmailed. On 5 January the bishops of the
area had a meeting with the Attorney
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General to address the issue after the
murder of two priests in two different
attacks in recent weeks, Frs Gregorio
López and Ugandan John Ssenyondo. The
bishops asked the authorities to ensure
security in the whole area of Guerrero. In
an atmosphere of violence and intimidation, due to the drug war, priests continue
to preach the Gospel as always with missionary spirit and evangelical unity.
Although they have been threatened and
suffer extortion attempts, the priests will
not ask the government for special security
as they go about their pastoral duties.
‘What the government should do is to
ensure the safety of all citizens’, Bishop
Zavala Castro states.
Suffering of Refugees
The cold weather that has hit large regions
of the Middle East in recent weeks has
caused the first victims among the Syrian
refugees in Lebanon. ‘People have died
from hypothermia’, confirms Fr Paul
Karam, President of Caritas Lebanon, ‘and
concern increases, as a new drop in temperatures has been announced’. The most
serious situations are recorded in the
Bekaa Valley, in the north of the country,
where refugee camps have been covered
by snow, roads are blocked and the temperature has dropped below zero. The war
in Syria has forced at least three million

Syrian refugees to seek refuge outside
their own country. ‘In Lebanon‘, reports Fr
Karam, ‘official estimates speak of
1,200,000 refugees registered, but according to our estimates the real figure reaches
1,600,000. We are trying to do everything
possible to distribute food, blankets,
stoves, fuel, and warm clothes. The international community has put the Syrian
conflict in the shadow. And the most
defenceless, those who pay the highest
price, are children and young people who
account for nearly half of this immense
multitude of refugees.’
Educator of the Young
Priest, teacher and tireless defender of the
right to education of children and young
people in need, 80-year-old Father Antonio
Bachs SJ, one of the founders of the
movement Fe y Alegría (Faith and Joy) in
Peru, died in January. Born in 1934 in
Madrid, Spain, he joined the Jesuits and
arrived in Peru in 1953. In 1967 he started
the movement Fe y Alegria and was the
director for 20 years. In 2005 he received
the "Palmas Magisteriales" award for his
important contribution to public education
in Peru. The movement has 216,553 members among children and youth in 261
towns or locations across the country, with
246 educational centres (schools) and 21
special technical training centres. n

Snow: Refugees in Lebanon.
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‘You Did it to Me’
Pope Francis
sends a message for
the Church’s World
Day of the Sick held
each year on the
Feast of Our Lady
of Lourdes, 11
February.

Dear Brothers and Sisters,
On this, World Day of the Sick, begun
by St John Paul II, I turn to all of you
who are burdened by illness and are
united in various ways to the flesh of the
suffering Christ, as well as to you, professionals and volunteers in the field of
healthcare.
This year’s theme invites us to reflect
on a phrase from the Book of Job: ‘I was
eyes to the blind, and feet to the lame’
(Job 29:15). I would like to consider this
phrase from the perspective of sapientia
cordis – the wisdom of the heart.
Wisdom of the heart means serving
our brothers and sisters. Today how
many Christians show, not by their words
but by lives rooted in a genuine faith,
that they are ‘eyes to the blind’ and ‘feet
to the lame’! They are close to the sick in
need of constant care and help in washing, dressing and eating. This service,
especially when it is protracted, can
become tiring and burdensome. It is relatively easy to help someone for a few
days but it is difficult to look after a person for months or even years, in some
cases when he or she is no longer capable of expressing gratitude. And yet,
what a great path of sanctification this is!
In those difficult moments we can rely in
a special way on the closeness of the
Lord, and we become a special means
of support for the Church’s mission.
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Wisdom of the heart means being
with our brothers and sisters. Time spent
with the sick is holy time. It is a way of
praising God who conforms us to the
image of his Son, who ‘came not to be
served but to serve, and to give his life
as a ransom for many’ (Matthew 20:28).
Jesus himself said, ‘I am among you as
one who serves’ (Luke 22:27).
With lively faith let us ask the Holy
Spirit to grant us the grace to appreciate
the value of our often unspoken willingness to spend time with these sisters and
brothers who, thanks to our closeness
and affection, feel more loved and comforted. How great a lie, on the other
hand, lurks behind certain phrases which
so insist on the importance of ‘quality of
life’ that they make people think that lives
affected by grave illness are not worth living!
Wisdom of the heart means going
forth from ourselves towards our brothers
and sisters. Occasionally our world forgets the special value of time spent at the
bedside of the sick, since we are in such
a rush; caught up as we are in a frenzy of
doing, of producing, we forget about giving ourselves freely, taking care of others,
being responsible for others. Behind this
attitude there is often a lukewarm faith
which has forgotten the Lord’s words,
‘You did it unto me’ (Matthew 25:40).
For this reason, I would like once
again to stress the absolute priority of

going forth from ourselves toward our
brothers and sisters as one of the two
great commandments which ground every
moral norm and as the clearest sign for
discerning spiritual growth in response to
God’s completely free gift. The missionary
nature of the Church is the wellspring of
an effective charity and a compassion
which understands, assists and promotes.
Even when illness, loneliness and
inability make it hard for us to reach out to
others, the experience of suffering can
become a privileged means of transmitting grace and a source for gaining and
growing in sapientia cordis. People
immersed in the mystery of suffering and
pain, when they accept these in faith, can
themselves become living witnesses of a
faith capable of embracing suffering, even
without being able to understand its full
meaning.
I entrust this World Day of the Sick to
the maternal protection of Mary, who conceived and gave birth to Wisdom incarnate, Jesus Christ, our Lord.
O Mary, Seat of Wisdom, intercede as
our Mother for all the sick and for those
who care for them! Grant that, through
our service of our suffering neighbours,
and through the experience of suffering
itself, we may receive and cultivate true
wisdom of heart!
With this prayer for all of you, I impart
my Apostolic Blessing.
– Francis
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Celebrating Our First
Christmas with
Alzheimer’s
Disease:
Laughter
Allowed
Larry Peterson,
who lives with his
wife Marty in
Washington D.C.,
shares the sorrow
and the laughter that
are part of accompanying
his ailing wife.

I

guess the first time I realised that
something was really wrong was about
a year and a half ago. I have a bedroom I turned into an office, and I was sitting at the keyboard clicking away. I
sensed someone behind me and turned to
see my wife, Marty, standing there. She
had a strange look on her face. I remember the moment because fear was etched
across her face. ‘Hey’, I said, ‘What’s the
matter?’ Then I noticed she was trembling.
I stood up and went over to her and put
my hands on her shoulders. She stammered and sort of whispered, ‘I don’t
know. I think I need your help.’ ‘Okay,
what is it?’
Marty turned and headed down the
hall past the living room and into the
kitchen. I followed and noticed that she
had her ‘cookie’ stuff out. As she had
done so many times in the past, she was
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about to make the best old-fashioned,
home-made, chocolate-chip cookies I
have ever had. Like a child, I said, ‘Oh,
awesome, you’re making cookies. So,
how can I help?’ She sighed and shook
her head. She began to cry and, looking
at me, said, ‘What is all this? I don’t know
what it is for.’
The woman who had made thousands
upon thousands of these cookies over the
years had no memory of previously doing
what she had done so many times before.
She had placed the needed supplies on
the counter and went to use the bathroom.
When she returned a few minutes later,
what had been virtually second nature to
her had been erased from her mind. It
was all gone.
She had come back to me for help
because she KNEW something was terribly wrong inside her head, and this time

the sudden, specific memory loss was
scaring the hell out of her. She sobbed,
‘What is happening to me?’
Unwanted Guest
She had been sick with Lymphoma since
2011. She had endured numerous cycles
of chemotherapy to fight the disease.
Anaesthesia, required because of surgery
in August (needed to repair a broken
ankle), and an attack of A-Fib (Atrial
Fibrillation) in September exacerbated the
cognitive dysfunction. She was officially
diagnosed as having Alzheimer’s disease
on 28 September. (In case you do not
know this, Alzheimer’s disease and
dementia are NOT the same thing.
Alzheimer’s is the number one cause of
dementia but there are over 150 different
causes.)
And now we are approaching our first
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Christmas together with Alzheimer’s as
our unwanted Christmas guest.
Guess what? It is OK. He will not ruin
our Christmas. He is welcome to join us.
That is because we have started to laugh
again, more and more. And we are laughing at the insanity of living in
Alzheimerville. And trust me, it can get
quite wacky.
I have always had a bit of a flippant
attitude. It probably has helped me get
through some tough times. So when Marty
goes to the cardiologist and goes to sign
in and cannot remember her name she
looks at me for help. I smile and say,
“Who cares Lucy, they know who you are.
Just put down Lucille Ball.” She starts to
laugh and I laugh and I write her name
down for her. Not an issue.
Vanished
The past ten years of her life seem to
have literally vanished from her brain. She
does not remember us getting married.
(We were both widowed and married eight
years ago. She has no clue.) So she asks
me if we are really married. I show her our
marriage licence and pictures from our
wedding. She is shocked. ‘I can’t believe
it,’ she says. ‘We really ARE married.’
Now, every night I say to her, ‘Okay,
we can sleep together tonight. It’s not a
sin.’ She always laughs at that.
There are so many little, extraordinary
things that happen every day. Being asked
the same question over and over can
become unnerving. I have turned it around
to where I start by giving her the answer.
For example, she asks me ten times a
day, ‘How do you feel today?’ After a few
times I answer, ‘Today I feel like seeing
you and that makes my day shiny.’ It is a
ridiculous answer but she likes it and I like
it too.
I cannot count the things that have
been moved to the strangest places. I
have found the Parmesan cheese in the
towel closet, unwashed clothes in the
dryer. She makes coffee and tells me it is
the worst coffee she ever had and I
should let her make it. She has hair
curlers that keep vanishing. I have found
them in the garage, in the refrigerator, and
under the kitchen sink. We had been
searching for them and when I found them
in the refrigerator I said loudly, ‘Here they
are.’ She was standing nearby and turned
to see me lifting the bag from next to the
milk. I quickly asked, ‘Can I use these for
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curly fries?’ I began to laugh and she
shook her head and smiled. I gave her a
hug, opened the freezer door and tossed
the curlers in. ‘They are not frozen
enough,’ I said. She began to laugh and
so did I and, although shrouded in a dark
moment, we laughed our way into the
brightness of a new moment.
Faith
Marty has been captured and imprisoned
by the most insidious of diseases. It is like
a computer virus slowly deleting what is in
one’s memory. So far the last ten years
are gone. That cursor is still clicking
delete, delete, delete. The day will come
when she will not even know who I am. I
will do my best to keep her laughing and
smiling as long as I can, and as long as
she understands why we laugh.
As for me, I must admit this entire situation has been wearing me down. There
is a lot to do as a caregiver. I travelled a
similar road with my first wife, Loretta, who
died 12 years ago from cancer. She was
sick a long time, but she never lost brain
function. That is a very difficult thing to
deal with 24/7. But you do what you have
to do. If a man and a woman love each
other that is the way it should be, HAPPY
to be there for each other, no matter what.

We both took vows before God and man to
that effect and, for me, they remain in full
force until death.
Our biggest friend in all of this is our
Catholic faith. It is there for us through the
Holy Mass, through Our Lord Jesus,
through Our Blessed Mother and through
the examples and intercessions of so many
great saints, reinforced every day by
prayers from our family and friends. In fact,
I did attend Mass this morning and I had a
bit of an epiphany. I was feeling a bit sorry
for myself when I realised I had been given
a Christmas gift from God himself.
This gift is my ill wife afflicted with a
disease that is unstoppable and incurable.
She is foremost God’s child, and now she
needs someone to take care of her just as
she did years ago when she was a child.
We met at church and were married in
church. An unlikely couple, I know that God
brought us together. Maybe this is why.
Because during the Christmas season of
2014 I realised that besides a wife, HE has
given me one of HIS children to care for. I
will do my best to make him proud. I will
also do my best to keep us laughing. It is
all GOOD.
This reflection was published on the
Catholic Writers Guild blog and reprinted
with permission. n

The Catholic faith:
‘Our biggest friend
in all of this.’
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Child-lik
of Sheer
Sr Carmel Kehoe,
his close friend and
long-time collaborator,
writes of Ambrose
O’Mahony, friar and
artist, who went home
to the Lord last
November.
Ambrose with Hugh McKenna,
Provincial Minister, in 2012 at
the launch of the permanent
exhibition of some of his
paintings at Marymount
Hospice, Cork.

A

mbrose was born in North Main
Street in Cork in 1932. At about
two years of age his family
moved to Turner’s Cross. He lived there
until he joined the Franciscan fraternity.
Ambrose was a simple, uncomplicated
man. He had a rare sense of Cork
humour. He had a huge interest in politics. Michael Collins lurked somewhere
in his family tree! He also loved sport.
He could never sit through a match
when his beloved Cork were playing.
Ambrose was very connected to his
Creator. He had a direct, unquestioning
faith. He saw the sacredness of God in
all aspects of life. Through his painting
he strove to reveal that. All of creation
was for Ambrose an expression of God’s
love – and his painting was like a constant prayer to his Creator.
Ambrose was a quiet, humble man.
The deepest feeling, embedded in his
psyche, was that of gratitude. Even
when he arrived at ‘that mysterious
place where memory disappears’
Ambrose continued to say ‘Thank you’.
He was grateful for so many things – his
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family, his Franciscan community, his
friends, and the people who took time to
notice him as he strove constantly to
bring colour to the world.
Ambrose’s capacity to be silent
allowed him to travel deeply into an
extraordinary, creative awareness of his
surroundings. When he lived in Wexford
the train there held his imagination in so
many different ways. It wasn’t unusual
for him to get up at five in the morning
so that he could soak in the dawn
atmosphere, to hear the sound of the
train trudging along, listen to the grating
of the wheels and noticing the piercing
hoots as the train announced its impending arrival. Then he would sit and sketch
and sketch and sketch. For each new
drawing he would be so excited and
allow himself be drawn into a child-like
wonder of sheer delight.
His great inspiration in Multyfarnham
friary, Co. Westmeath, was the crows.
When living there Ambrose used to get
up at some unearthly hour to open the
church for morning Mass. He found this
difficult, especially on frosty mornings,

and here the crows ministered to him. ‘If
the crows can get up early to praise God
so can I’, and so began his day.
The turf bogs in Connemara held
huge fascination for Ambrose. He would
marvel at the greatness of God as he
observed the many embankments of turf
often enclosed in mountainous ridges.
He would traverse these bogs and the
place would bring him into a deep
attunement with his God. He would then
sketch and paint to his heart’s content.
Faithfully, every year Ambrose would go
to Letterfrack in Co. Galway to paint the
water lilies. This was like an annual pilgrimage for him. All nature seemed to be
silent as Ambrose brought to creation his
own interpretation of God’s beauty
through the water lilies.
Ambrose was a peaceful, contented
man. His needs were simple. He had a
great capacity to be at one with his God.
In later years, he repeated many times, ‘If
I could come back to this life again I
would paint more and pray more.’ May the
God of gentleness encircle you, Ambrose,
in his mantle of light and love. n
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ke Wonder
r Delight!
Before the crows announced the dawn
Your heart began to sing
And prayer rose early
from the desert sanctuary
In the breathless intervals of time
Colour found your soul
And God blessed the earth.
– Sr Carmel Kehoe

The Friary at Multyfarn
ham

The Artist-Creator’s Task

Pat Cogan OFM reflects on Ambrose’s share in God’s ongoing creation.

I

think that the separate writers of the
two accounts in the Book of Genesis
of the theology of creation must have
been artists. The imagery of the sevenday creation used by the first author
captures our attention immediately in
picturing the Creator separating light
from darkness, a never completed task
which every painter throughout history
must tackle for themselves. And the second author would have us almost kneading our hands together as he describes
how the Creator ‘shaped man from the
soil of the earth and blew the breath of
life into his nostrils and man became a
living being.’ We are reminded, ‘He is
the potter, we are clay.’
And the Creator completes his creative work by commissioning us to continue it: ‘being fruitful, multiplying, filling
the earth and subduing it: being masters
of the fish of the sea, the birds of
heaven and all the living creatures that
move on earth.’ And he sat back and
rejoiced over his creation because
‘indeed it was very good’. I believe every
artist has a dilemma like this – when is a
work finished? Ambrose felt this too and
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often said that it was important for him to
know when ‘enough is enough’.
Ambrose was energised with this
never-ending mission of continuing the
Artist-Creator’s task in our time. Having
already built up valuable experience in
his painting he decided on one occasion
in Waterford that he would try to develop
his skill in pottery. He acquired a small
kiln and put it in a poorly equipped shed
at the back of the garden and began his
clay moulding work. Until we said to him,
‘Amby, this will contravene all our health
and safety obligations – you will burn the
place down.’
And in his endeavours to separate
light and darkness in his painting –
Amby’s pictures sometimes shocked
with their contrasting and, one might
say, clashing colours. He once described
this as his effort to achieve harmony in
opposites; even, the harmony of opposites. And when people sometimes criticised this aspect of his work he would
respond, in his Cork exasperation, with,
‘Janey Mac what do they expect!’
We celebrate not only his paintings
but the act of painting which he

employed, for example, heading out
from the friary in Waterford thirty years
ago on his bike, with a small stool,
easel and sketch pad tucked behind
the saddle. Finding a quiet place to
begin his sketching and being open to
all the interruptions which the curious
public brought him, he would say to
them at times, ‘Look, here is a pad, try
and sketch that yourself.’ His gentle,
non-judgemental acceptance of people
won him many friends inside and outside the friary.
Amby followed in the simple creative tradition of Francis of Assisi who
in his Canticle of Brother Sun wrote,
‘Most High All-powerful Good Lord to
you all glory, honour, praise and
blessing too... Praised be my God
through creatures every one. And
praised by you, my Lord, through
Brother Sun.’ Ambrose offers us a
challenge; I believe he would say to
us, ‘Own your talents, take them into
your own hands, mould them into
appropriate shape, breathe life into
them and use them creatively in the
service of others.’ n
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IN MEMORY OF AMBROSE, PAINTER,
1932-2014
Streets of your youth, you saw them
Through eyes of wonder
And remembered.
A long time later on caught everything
On canvas or on sturdy paper
Water-coloured and delicate.
A quiet lane, a shady corner
In the city that made you
Who and what you were, made you
Likewise marvel that you too could do what
Such as Giotto, Vermeer and Van Gogh
Had achieved before you.
Make paint and oil and crayon
Catch fire, because of how space and light,
Colour and proportion combined.
Through your sure hand and brush,
Imagination was allowed
To capture the moment
Forever and a day for all to cherish.
You went away, yes, to Connemara,
Flanders and Provence,
Not to escape but to experience
How other such exquisite places
Can touch the heart and spirit.

Above:
Ambrose
and Sr
Carmel
Left:
Wexford
Town.
Below:
Ambrose
preparing
to paint in
Connemara.

Brother, may the earth of your
Native place lie lightly now on
The body you leave behind you,
While the gentle soul, that you were
And are, flies to that abode
Where bridges are aqueducts of love.
That now will never shake but rather
Dance to a rhythm that only painters know.
And where godliness is seen even
Before the first strokes
Of the masterpiece. On tabula rasa
Where we begin all over again.
– Iain Duggan
Iain Duggan OFM read this poem at Ambrose’s funeral Mass
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Reaching out to Jesus…
for interior
healing

A man with leprosy came and knelt before him and
said, ‘Lord, if you are willing, you can make me
clean.’ Jesus reached out his hand and touched the
man. ‘I am willing,’ he said. ‘Be clean!’ Immediately
he was cleansed of his leprosy (Matthew 8:2,3).

Whatever our physical needs may be, the Lord first
looks to our heart. He sees deeper, to the wounds
that we try to hide from others, from him and even
from ourselves. Shame, self-rejection, fear, regret,
resentment and bitterness can cripple us within.

This poor man would have experienced nothing but rejection and contempt. Because people
were so afraid of being infected, he would
have been abandoned even by his own family.

The Lord cannot heal us of our deepest hurts
unless we show him our wounds. He cannot break
the chains that hold us captive unless we admit
our bondage. It takes courage to show ourselves to
Jesus as we really are.

And since his leprosy was seen as the result of
his sin – anyone who had any contact with him
became spiritually unclean. We can only imagine what inner torment he suffered. So Jesus’
gentle touch not only healed his ravaged body
but liberated his tortured soul.
It is the same for us as it was for that leper –
Jesus is not only able to help us, he also wants
to help us. ‘I am willing.’
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But what joy when his compassion touches the hidden depths and sets us free!
Jesus, help me to show you my wounds
so you may touch them with your tender
and liberating love.

– Extract from The Simplest Prayer:
A Book of Love and Faith.
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A Dynamic Friar
Cape Town: Daniel Burke OFM landed here in 1838.

Pat Conlan OFM writes of
Fr Daniel Burke, an energetic
friar who became the first
Franciscan in South Africa.

T

he Catholic Church was slow to
develop in South Africa. The first
colony was set up at Cape Town by
the Dutch East India Company which
decided that only Dutch Calvinists would
be allowed to settle there. Small remnants
of Portuguese Catholic outposts in the east
were suppressed. Greater religious freedom followed when the area came under
permanent British control in 1806. Still a
Catholic bishop was refused permission to
take up residence. A priest was able to live
there from 1820 but conditions were difficult until, as we shall see, Rome decided to
put a proper structure in place in 1837.

Early Years
Daniel Joseph Burke was born in
Crusheen, north of Ennis in 1787. He got
to know the Franciscans through the friary
in Ennis and decided to join them when he
was around twenty. Fr Michael Collins, the
Provincial, came down to Clare to check on
his suitability in the summer of 1809 and
arranged for him to enter the Order in
Wexford. He and Samuel Burgess were
received into the novitiate on 19
September 1809 and professed as friars on
10 September 1810. Both of them probably
remained in Wexford for a while to continue
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their studies for the priesthood. Samuel
was ordained in Cork in 1815. He ministered in Newfoundland and then in England
before returning to Dublin where he died in
1833. It seems that Daniel remained in
Wexford for studies and probably met
William O’Meara who became a novice in
1811. They would become firm friends.
Daniel then went to Limerick as a cleric
and was probably ordained in 1815 when
he received faculties to preach and hear
confessions. He remained in Limerick
where he became Guardian in 1822.
Limerick
This proved a challenging time for the friars
in Limerick. They were living in Newgate
Lane within the old town walls. Their lease
expired and the landlord, Major George P.
Drew, ordered them to quit the building
immediately. He did allow them a few days
to remove their possessions. The Major, a
bigoted Protestant, knocked down the friary
chapel but kept the friary so that it could be
leased to others. As the new Guardian,
Daniel had to prove his worth.
His friend, Fr William O’Meara, was
elected Provincial in 1822. Daniel had
become a Definitor or a member of the
Provincial Council. They were thus in a

good position to work together on the crisis
in Limerick. The friars had been looking for
a site in the new Limerick that the Pery
family was building on the far side of the
Abbey River. Daniel was fortunate to get a
temporary residence at Bank Place. He
continued looking for a proper site. Fr
William O’Meara as Provincial visited the
friars in Bank Place in April 1823 and
encouraged them to continue collecting
funds for a new chapel. The following year
Daniel got a site between Henry Street and
the river. It was really marshland but it was
beside the site of the bridge across the
Shannon that was under construction. It
would become the main entrance into the
city from Clare and Galway.
Work on the new church and friary
began immediately. Charity sermons in aid
of the friars were preached in many of the
local churches. Tradesmen in the city also
helped, as did men working on the new
bridge. O’Meara’s period in office ended in
1825. Daniel was elected as Custos or
Vicar Provincial while continuing as
Guardian in Limerick. That same year the
Irish Poor Clares held a Chapter in
Limerick for their three houses in Galway,
Dublin and Limerick. The chapel finally
opened to the public and the friars moved
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in to their new home in May 1827. The
debt on the building had not yet been
cleared but Daniel could look back on a job
well done. No doubt he was looking forward to a little rest as the Provincial
Chapter of 1828 approached.
Catherine McAuley
It was not to be. Daniel was appointed
Guardian of Ennis. He was much nearer
home. But the friary in Ennis was in bad
shape. Once again Daniel faced a major
operation. The friars did not have their own
chapel but ministered in the cathedral.
They would need both a chapel and a residence. No doubt Daniel took a deep breath
as he considered what lay ahead of him.
He was settling in when he got a memo
from the Archbishop of Dublin in June
1829. He would come to Dublin as permanent Chaplain to Catherine McAuley and
her companions in their House of Mercy at
Baggot Street. The local clergy were not
amused at the appointment since more of
their flock would go to Baggot Street for
Mass on Sundays.
Catherine was going through what she
later described as the black night of her
soul. She clearly saw the need to help
those in need of mercy. The house in
Baggot Street had a day school for young
females, an orphanage for abandoned girls
and a night refuge for young ladies who
were in danger. She also engaged in the
new concept of house visitation to the poor
as well as visiting those in hospital. There
was a small chapel where Mass was said
on weekdays and where the local population could attend on Sundays. A Carmelite
priest was confessor to Catherine and was
more influential than the Franciscan.
By 1830 the ladies had begun to wear
a type of religious dress. Archbishop
Murray of Dublin and Catherine were thinking in terms of a new diocesan congregation. After much prayer and reflection she
opted for the rule of the Presentation
Sisters with adaptations that would not
confine her ministry to within the house.
She and two companions began their novitiate at the Presentation Convent, George’s
Hill, Dublin, in September 1830 and were
professed in December 1831. Daniel was
there when she opened her novitiate in
Baggot Street in 1832. He knew exactly
why she opened a house for sick sisters in
Kingstown (Dun Laoghaire) in 1835. He
knew of the approval of Catherine’s ideas
by Rome in 1835 and also the approval of
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a provisional rule by Archbishop Murray in
1837. Daniel had moved on when Rome
approved the final rule in 1839. He was
there when she set out along the Grand
Canal by flyboat to open her first house
outside Dublin in Tullamore in 1836. He
was there when she applied to come under
the National School Board in 1834 and
when she opened the equivalent of a
teacher training college in 1836.
South Africa
While relations with Dean Meyler in
Westland Row, Dublin, were tense, Daniel
became friendly with one of the curates, a
Dominican, Patrick Richard Griffith.
Following moves by the Colonial Secretary
in London and Archbishop Murray in
Dublin, Propaganda Fide established an
independent vicariate to facilitate the development of the Church in South Africa.
Following on a recommendation by
Archbishop Murray, Patrick Griffith was
appointed Vicar Apostolic of the vicariate of
the Cape of Good Hope and consecrated a
bishop in Westland Row on 24 August
1837. Fr Daniel decided to go with his
friend. A Dominican, Fr Corcoran, joined
them as well as Griffith’s brother and sister.
They sailed from Portsmouth in midJanuary 1838 and arrived in Cape Town on
Easter Saturday, 14 April. After establishing
a base there, the bishop and Burke sailed
around the Cape of Good Hope to Port
Elizabeth. After gathering a small congregation, they set out for Grahamstown

where they had heard that there were
many Catholic soldiers. They travelled by
ox-wagon across the veldt. Bishop Griffith
returned to Cape Town and used the journey to visit many towns and villages. Fr
Burke took up permanent residence in
Grahamstown in July. With the help of soldiers from the 27th Inniskillings he got a
temporary church, a site for a proper one
and laid out a Catholic cemetery.
Fr Daniel got an annual government
salary of a hundred pounds. Out of this he
would have to support another priest as
well as pay a manservant an annual salary
of eighteen pounds. He organised a petition to the government for an increase in
his salary to allow for another priest as well
as a clerk. He began communicating with
his Franciscan friend back in Ireland, Fr
William O’Meara. Fr Daniel hit on an ingenious plan to save money. He posted a
newspaper with the letter written between
the printed lines! He asked O’Meara to
bring further pressure on the government
by getting his petition for extra funding published in some of the papers. Fr Daniel
hoped to minister in South Africa for about
seven years during which he would save
enough to retire back to Ireland. Man proposes but God disposes. A week short of a
year in South Africa, Fr Daniel Burke went
to bed on the evening of 7 April. He never
woke up to the light of the following morning. The first Franciscan in South Africa
had gone to meet his Maker just over one
hundred and seventy-five years ago. n

Catherine McAuley:
Daniel was Chaplain
to the young Mercy
order.
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News from
around the . . .

Franciscan
Celebrant:
Eugene Barrett
OFM presides

The Year of the Holy Name
The closing Mass of the Year of the Holy
Name of Jesus took place on Saturday 3
January, the Feast of the Holy Name of
Jesus, in Galway Franciscan Abbey. It
was a beautiful and fitting way to give
thanks to the Lord for all the many
graces of the past year. Eugene Barrett
OFM was the main celebrant and
preacher at the Mass which also incorporated some of the Divine Office.
Earlier, at the 8.00am Mass at the
Poor Clares in Nuns’ Island Pat Younge
OFM celebrated the Mass of the feast for
the sisters and congregation. The
Community of Nuns’ Island feel blessed
to have inherited a special devotion to
the Holy Name of Jesus from their foremothers in religion under the guidance of
Fr Francis Donnelly OFM who began the
renewal of the devotion in Ireland in
1914.
The Year of the Holy Name was celebrated throughout Ireland during 2014,
especially by the Franciscan Family. It
has been a Jubilee Year full of blessings
and graces for many.
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Consecrated Life
The year 2015 will be for the Church a
Year Dedicated to Consecrated Life. In
his Letter to Franciscans on this special
Year, the Minister General, Michael Perry
OFM, wrote, ‘By launching the Year of
Consecrated Life, Pope Francis invites
us once again and even more strongly to
revisit the deepest core of our lives,
exhorting us to that holy “restlessness of
the heart” that alone can lead us to a
renewed personal encounter with the
Lord Jesus… Our seraphic father St
Francis was pure Gospel transparency
and lived the primacy of God and the primacy of a life with mind, heart and body
turned essentially to the Gospel. For this
reason he is considered the poor one of
Assisi and brother to all. If we, today,
want to be true brothers and sisters and
authentic little ones we are called to
move from appearances to the pure and
simple efficacy of Gospel transparency.
Beloved, as St Francis tells us, “we have
promised great things and even greater
things have been promised to us, let us

observe the first and aspire to the latter”;
therefore let us give everything to the
Lord, from whom comes everything that
is good.’

400 Years in North America
On 24 June 1615 Denys Jamet and
Joseph Le Caron, two of the four
Franciscan friars who had travelled with
the explorer Samuel de Champlain on his
journey to what was then called New
France, celebrated the first Mass on
Montreal Island. This event marked what
is considered to be the beginning of the
Catholic Church, religious life and
Franciscan tradition in North America.
Minister Provincial, Marc Le Goanvec,
says, ‘At the time, leaving for the new
world was a very risky enterprise that
only the courageous took up. Through
their pastoral and missionary approach
these friars left their mark on this nation.’
The year 2015 marks the 400th anniversary of this memorable event which will
be commemorated in various ways
throughout the year. n

Holy Name: the altar in the Abbey Church, Galway.
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Putting Smiles on Children’s Faces

Gerry O’Reilly OFM (pictured top left with all the helpers)
writes of a Christmas party for 1,200!

C

hristmas is a time for giving, and a
special tradition has developed at
the St Francis Catholic Church in
Reiger Park, Boksburg, South Africa, since
December 1999.
In that year Fr Stan Brennan OFM and
members of the Secular Franciscans
organised the first Christmas party for
about 30 children. Since then it has been
an annual event on the parish calendar.
The party is arranged for all the children in
the area, regardless of their religious
beliefs. Children, aged between 4 and 12
years old, from all around Reiger Park, Joe

Slovo and Ramaphosa informal settlements gather at the Catholic Church every
year on the 16 December.
The day begins inside the church with a
performance of a nativity play by the parish
youth group. Then the children are entertained in creative, constructive and positive
ways. The objective is to ensure that they
leave with a positive message from the
church.
The highlight of the day is when the
children receive their gifts, along with
something to eat and drink. For many of
these children, this is their only

Christmas gift or often also their only gift
for the year.
Over the last nine years, as the numbers grew, the parish has organised the
party. Donations are requested during the
year and useful gifts are bought, suitable
to the age of the child. For the past five
years the numbers have grown.
Everybody likes to receive a gift. This
year’s party was a great success, judging
by the excitement and smiling faces of
more than 1,200 children. n

Help support the Franciscan Missionaries
Easter Cards €2.00 each

Including post and packaging

(no order too big or too small; 6 different designs; enrolment offering contributes to the support of the Franciscan foreign missions.)

All enrolled are remembered at special Masses offered daily for 1 year beginning at Easter time.

Easter Card Promotion to raise urgently needed funds:
For every 12 Easter Cards purchased
you receive 3 Easter Cards FREE
Please send me ............ Easter Card(s)

✂

This promotion is only valid with Easter 2015 Cards

Name: ....................................................................................................................
Address:.................................................................................................................
................................................................. Phone No. ..........................................
Please make cheque payable to: Franciscan Missionary Union and send to:
Franciscan Missionary Union, 8 Merchants Quay, Dublin 8.
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‘I Want to Send
You All to Paradise’
FR TOM RUSSELL, OFM

‘I

want to send you all to paradise’ –
this was St Francis’ wish for everyone he met. And he believed that
five of his early followers had achieved
that goal; he spoke of them as ‘true friars
minor’. Some background is needed in
order to help us understand the story of
these particular friars who died trying to
preach the Gospel to the Muslim peoples
of Morocco.

Pentecost, Radiating Fire
The sincere motivating factor for these friars was their love for the Muslim people
24

Fr Tom Russell OFM
reflects on the life and
message of the first
martyrs of the
Franciscan Order.
and their desire for their salvation. You do
not travel around the world because you
hate and despise people but only because
you carry news much too good to keep to

yourself – God has sent the human race
its Saviour, Jesus Christ, and that faith in
Jesus, conversion of life and union with
him in Baptism is the gateway to heaven.
There is no other saving name save that
of Jesus. Such conviction would impel St
Francis Xavier SJ to move out to Africa,
India and Japan some centuries later. The
risen Christ had commanded, ‘Go out to
the whole world and bring all the peoples
into the family of Father, Son and Holy
Spirit.’ We can see the fire of the Spirit
radiate right from the day of Pentecost. St
John Paul II reminded us that we are all
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called under this ‘missionary mandate’ as
he wrote in his encyclical, Mission of the
Redeemer.
William Barclay quotes a poem by
Myers imagining St Paul gazing at the
Christ-less world of the then Roman
Empire:
‘Then with a thrill the intolerable craving
Shivers throughout me like a trumpet call –
Oh, to save these – to perish for their saving
Die for their lives, be offered for them all.’
St Paul puts it clearly: ‘Glory to him
who is able to give you the strength to live
according to the Good News I preach, and
in which I proclaim Jesus Christ, the revelation of a mystery kept secret for endless
ages, but now so clear that it must be
broadcast to pagans everywhere to bring
them to the obedience of faith. This is only
what Scripture has predicted, and it is all
part of the way the eternal God wants
things to be’ (Romans 16:25-27).
1210-1220 A.D.
Pope Innocent III summoned the Fourth
Lateran Council in 1215, the year
Ballintubber Abbey in Co. Mayo began.
Saints Francis and Dominic and Irish delegates were present for the vast assembly
in Rome. The Pope stated his intention to
reform the Church and to recover the Holy
Lands from the infidels. The sign of the
Cross in the form of the Greek letter Tau
was to be the emblem of the reform.
Francis, now in his early 30s, drank in all
this in a most personal way.
Back in 1209 this same Pope had
given verbal approval to the rule of life
being observed by Francis and his early
companions. His little group was in mushroom growth mode. In 1213 Bishop
Hugolino invited Francis to preach in the
Narni-Terni region north of Rome on the
road to Assisi. Six young local men felt the
call to abandon everything and to walk
with him. They were Adjutus, Berard,
Peter, Otto, Accursus and Vitalis. Two
were priests and Berard was fluent in
Arabic.
The Chapter of friars in 1217 began to
send out friars on mission to Germany,
Hungary, France and the Middle East. St
Francis had inherited the flame brought by
the Celtic missionaries to Europe and he
was the first religious founder to write
about mission to the pagan lands in his
rule. Francis himself had such a desire to
preach to the Muslims that he had already
twice tried to reach the Holy Land in 1212
and in 1213.
The famous Chapter of Mats (Assisi,
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Berard and companions: First friars to die for Christ.
May 1219) decided to assign friars to
regions or ‘provinces’. Francis himself
would lead a group of twelve to the Holy
Land. He went in 1219 with the ships of
the Fifth Crusade. He ended up at the
siege of Damietta in Egypt. There he
would have his famous meeting with
Sultan Al Malik al Kamil. His approach
was probably to first convert the Muslims
to Jesus and so indirectly win back the
Holy Land.
At the Assisi Chapter Francis personally appointed the six friars from the NarniTerni region and assigned them to preach
the Gospel in Morocco, North Africa.
On Mission
The story of our six friars follows a contemporary eye-witness account of their life
and death in Morocco. Adjutus, Berard,
Peter, Otto, Accursus and Vitalis set out
on foot from Assisi in 1219. They walked
across Italy, France, Spain, and finally
reached Coimbra, north of Lisbon. The

guest-master at the Augustinian
Monastery of the Holy Cross received
them kindly. He was Fr Ferdinand. Vitalis
became gravely ill while in Spain and had
to remain behind.
The five friars now travelled into
Muslim controlled Spain to the great city
of Seville. It must be said that many
Catholics lived in these regions, as
indeed in Morocco. They had three
choices: convert to Islam, to live quietly
as second class citizens, or to openly witness to Jesus and be killed. The five
intrepid, fearless Italian friars chose the
last course much to the consternation of
the Muslim authorities and of most of the
local Catholics. They were beaten up,
imprisoned, tortured – but nothing could
stop them. The local Emir decided to banish them to Morocco on a ship under Don
Pedro, half-brother to the King of
Portugal. Don Pedro was working under
Sultan Miramolino in Morocco and he
brought the five friars to Marrakech. So
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the drama unfolded. Once there the friars
began to boldly proclaim Jesus Christ as
the only Saviour and aroused anger and
opposition.
To give them their due the authorities
tried every means to dissuade them –
prison, grim torture, offerings of money,
position, young brides – but they stood
undaunted on the rock of their faith in
Jesus. Strangely enough, some tribes in
the interior of the country revolted against
the Sultan just then. Don Pedro led out a
Christian army to help the Sultan and he
brought along the five friars for their safety.
On their way home after a victorious campaign many soldiers began to die of thirst
in the desert heat. Berard, now the leader,
prayed and a well spring was found.
Back in the city the five friars went
about preaching, and were brought before
the Sultan who, in a fit of rage, beheaded
them all on 16 January 1220. Their bodies
were dishonoured but a sudden storm
scattered the mob and the local Catholics
retrieved them. Don Pedro enclosed the
remains in two silver urns and sent those
back to Coimbra where the relics were
placed in the Church of the Holy Cross,
where they remain to this day.
Buried Seed Bears Fruit
The guest-master Ferdinand was deeply

touched by all this and he joined the friars
living nearby in the hope of also going
over to Morocco and dying as a martyr.
He joined up and went to Morocco. The
Lord had other plans and we know him
today as St Anthony of Lisbon, or of
Padua, if you insist.
When St Clare heard the news, we
are told by witnesses at her canonisation
process, she too wanted to leave her convent in Assisi and go to Morocco.
Sickness blocked her and she would live
out her life in Assisi. St Francis himself
exclaimed, ‘Now at least I can say that I
have five true friars minor.’ The rules that
Francis wrote in 1221 and 1223 reflect
the harsh lessons learnt in these pioneering, missionary endeavours. But the friars
have remained on in Morocco and in the
Holy Land to this day, thank God.
Our World Today
The drama continues, of course. The last
century gave us the great story of
Blessed Charles de Foucauld. As a
solider in North Africa he found himself
challenged by the prayer and faith of the
Muslim people. When he had re-founded
his Christian faith he went on to be
ordained a priest in 1901 and found a
great calling to live the Gospel among the
most abandoned. This brought him finally

to Tamanrasset in the southern Sahara
desert where he lived quietly among the
nomadic Touareg Muslims. He learned
their language, customs and stories,
wrote the first French Tamahaq dictionary
and other books besides. He was very
much one with them. In his own words,
‘My apostolate must be one of goodness.
On seeing me they must say, “If this man
is good, his religion must be good.” If they
ask me why I am good, I must answer:
“Because I am the servant of one who is
so much better than I. If only you knew
how good my Master, Jesus, is.” I want to
be good enough so that they will say: “If
the servant is like this, how must the
Master be!”’ This very holy French missionary was shot dead on 1 December
1916.
The Cistercians monks at Tibhirine in
Algeria offered an oasis of prayer and dialogue with local Muslim people. When a
terrible civil war broke out they very
courageously opted to stay with their people. Unfortunately they were all beheaded
in 1996. Their story became the great film
Of Gods and Men.
Pope Sixtus IV canonised St Berard
and all his companions in 1481. The
beheaders may win some battles but will
surely lose the war. Our best are peerless, awesome, and superb. n

The Simplest Prayer
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In today's world, we can often
feel at sea, unsure of where to
turn in times of trouble. We
might want to pray, but don't
know where to start or what to
say. Here, in The Simplest Prayer:
A Book of Love and Faith, the Irish
Franciscans show us how we
can find peace and solace
through prayer.

This book, beautifully illustrated by
the Poor Clares in Galway, includes
practical advice on meditation and
using Jesus' own words for help in
periods of loss, grief, gratitude, happiness, self-doubt and anxiety. The
Simplest Prayer shows us how we can
open ourselves to the presence of
Jesus in our everyday lives. Even in
the darkest times we are not alone.

The Simplest Prayer helps us to
achieve a sense of calm by
incorporating prayer into our
lives in the simplest way and
with the simplest prayer –
reaching out to “touch” Jesus in
trust – whatever our circumstances, however we may feel
about ourselves, no matter how
feeble we think our faith is.

Hardcover, 240 pages, priced at
€17.99, the book is available in
Easons, Veritas and in all good bookstores throughout Ireland. Also available on amazon.com in both print
and Kindle.
Proceeds from the sale of The
Simplest Prayer will be donated to
our Franciscan Mission in
Zimbabwe. n
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A Poor Servant Church
FAITH IN ACTION

FR GEARÓID Ó CONAIRE, OFM

Gearóid Ó Conaire OFM reflects on Pope Francis’ call for a Church
‘that is poor and for the poor’.

D

uring the papal conclave in
March 2013 Cardinal Jorge
Mario Bergoglio was sitting
beside Cardinal Humes, a Franciscan
from Brazil. Once elected Pope,
Cardinal Humes embraced him and
encouraged him not to forget the poor.
Cardinal Bergoglio recognised a sign
from God and, in line with his own experience and lifestyle, chose the name
Francis. A few days later he dispelled
any doubt about which Francis he
intended as an inspiration for his papacy
when he spoke at an audience of
assembled journalists. Francis of Assisi
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was his choice because he is ‘the man
of poverty, the man of peace, the man
who loves and protects creation’. He
added, that ‘these days we don’t have a
very good relationship with creation,
don’t we?’ He went on to express a
vision for the Church by revealing that
he ‘would like a Church that is poor and
for the poor’. He later reiterated this in
his Apostolic Exhortation, The Joy of
the Gospel (E.G.), by adding that the
poor ‘have much to teach us’ (E.G.198).
No One is a Stranger
Pope Francis is a big fan of Pope Paul

VI. In fact, the title of his Apostolic
Exhortation comes from two documents
influenced by and written by him,
Gaudium et Spes (Joy and Hope, 1965)
and Evangelii Nuntiandi (Evangelisation
in the Modern World, 1975). He quotes
Paul VI’s homily at the close of the
Second Vatican Council that, ‘For the
Catholic Church, no one is a stranger,
no one is excluded, no one is far away.’
This vision, a Gospel vision, is of a
Christian community detached from
what is superficial and attached to
Christ. In March 2013 Francis appealed
to people to ‘protect Christ’ in their
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lives, so that we can
protect others and
creation. This newfound freedom in
Christ allows people
to focus on what is
good, what is just
and what is true both
for themselves and
for those who are on
the margins of the
world; the weakest
members of society.
It is the Holy Spirit,
according to the
Pope in one of his
daily homilies, ‘who
drives us to the very
outskirts of existence in order to
proclaim life in
Jesus Christ’. Enzo
Bianchi, founder of
the ecumenical
monastery of Bose,
Italy, analysed the
words most frequently used by
Francis in the first
months of his election. He discovered that the single most commonly used term was ‘joy’,
more than a hundred times, followed
closely by ‘mercy’.
Inequality
In his Apostolic Exhortation Pope
Francis highlights some groups of people needing preferential support from
the Christian community - the homeless, the addicted, refugees, indigenous
peoples, the elderly who are increasingly isolated and abandoned, migrants,
vulnerable women and the unborn (E.G.
210-213). He has no doubt as to one of
the principal causes of exclusion in our
world, naming inequality as ‘the root of
social evil’. In fact, this struck a chord
with the President of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), Ms Christine
Lagarde, who concurred with the Pope
regarding the dangers of inequality to
social and economic stability. She said
that the 85 richest people in the world –
who she pointed out, could fit into a
London double-decker bus, control as
much wealth as the poorest half of the
world’s population.
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Mercy, the
Church’s vocation:
‘Justice is the
minimum and
mercy is the
maximum’.

Influence of Vatican II
Pope John XXIII hoped the Council
would affirm ‘a church of the poor’. In a
radio message one month before the
opening of Vatican II he said,
‘Confronted by the underdeveloped
countries, the Church presents herself
as she is and wants to be: the Church
of all, and in particular the Church of
the poor.’
The Council did not adopt the idea
of the Church of the Poor as the central
theme but seeds of this theme can be
found in Lumen Gentium 8, ‘Just as
Christ carried out his work of redemption in poverty and oppression, so the
Church is called to follow the same
path if she is to communicate the fruits
of salvation to men… the Church,
although she needs human resources
to carry out her mission, is not set up to
seek earthly glory, but to proclaim, and
this by her own example, humility and
self-denial. Christ was sent by the
Father “to bring good news to the poor
… to heal the contrite of heart” (Luke

14:18), “to seek and to
save what was lost” (Luke 19:10).’
According to Jon Sobrino SJ, a liberation theologian from El Salvador, a
group of bishops regularly met to reflect
on this issue during the Council. He
talks about several Council Fathers
complaining about the low priority given
to the poor in the schema document on
the Church. Pope Francis was not a
bishop at that time, but much of his
focus now on simplicity of life and a
poor church close to the poor seems to
be in line with those bishops who met
at the Catacombs of San Domitilla at
the conclusion of the Council.
After Vatican II, the theme of the
Church of the Poor was implicitly
adopted by CELAM – the Conference
of the Latin American Bishops – during
the Medellin Conference in 1968. The
Medellin Conference referred to the
Church in Latin America as a ‘poor
church’ (iglesia pobre), a Church called
to witness to evangelical poverty and at
the same time ‘bound to material
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poverty.’ Poverty was understood to be
the result of injustice which had to be
denounced. The Conference emphasised that the Church’s commitment to
the poor must be concretely expressed
by being in solidarity with the poor, by
evangelising the poor and being a humble servant of the people.
Probably the first time the phrase
‘the Church of the Poor’ was used in an
official Church document after Vatican II
was in Manila, Philippines, on 29
November 1970 at a meeting of the
Asian bishops. They spoke about sharing the condition of the majority of the
people who are poor. Being Church of
the Poor meant witnessing to ‘evangelical simplicity’, promoting and defending
the rights of the poor and powerless,
and avoiding ‘entanglement’ with the
rich and the powerful.
Most Recent Influence
Cardinal Kasper is one of the nine cardinals Pope Francis invited to collabo-

rate more closely with him concerning
much-needed reform in the Vatican and
its relationship with local churches
around the world. At a papal audience
Pope Francis commented that he had
read the Cardinal’s book Mercy: The
Essence of the Gospel and the Key to
Christian Life. In an interview Kasper
says that mercy has been ignored by
theologians and needs to be rediscovered both by the Church and society in
general. For him justice is the minimum
and mercy is the maximum. Justice is
contained within true mercy. In his book
he is critical of the Church for failing to
express mercy and often comes across
as rigid and rule-bound. He explains, ‘It
is a vocation of the Church to be merciful to sinful people. Mercy does not justify the sin but the sinner. The Church
should try to share in people’s situations, and find out why people might
behave in a certain way. It cannot simply condemn: it must understand first
and then accompany and help people.’

Pope Francis
Responds to
Enniscorthy
Boy

Elaborating on his understanding of
the relationship between mercy and justice he says that mercy is about being
attentive to the concrete physical and
spiritual needs we encounter in others.
In line with Pope Francis’ concern for
those who are poor, Kasper talks about
a fourfold poverty: physical or economic
poverty, cultural poverty, poverty of relationships and mental or spiritual
poverty. In other words Christians are
called to give multidimensional
responses to alleviate poverty in all its
manifestations. This cannot be done by
remaining in ivory towers but calls for a
collective rolling up of sleeves by
becoming involved with others in looking for ways to overcome misery in all it
manifestations. People who are poor
need to find solutions for their own
problems, but this can only happen in
the context of a holistic approach
whereby all dimensions of poverty are
simultaneously being dealt with.

gfoconaire@yahoo.co.uk n

Sam with his
cards from
Pope Francis.

Young Samuel McNally from Enniscorthy, Co.
Wexford, who has just turned eight years of age,
recently made his own Christmas cards and sent
one off to Pope Francis. In January an envelope
arrived from the Apostolic Nunciature in Ireland
and inside was a Christmas card from Pope
Francis along with some photo cards of the
Pope. Needless to say Sam was overjoyed at
the fact that he got a response and was
delighted to know that the Pope received his
card.
According to Sam’s mother, Patricia, ‘Sam
couldn't wait to get into school to show his
teacher and and tell his friends that he got a
Christmas card from Pope Francis.’ Patricia
believes the fact that Sam’s card was acknowledged in this way says a lot about the kind of
person Pope Francis is. n
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MISSION DIGEST

MISSION IN
SOUTH SUDAN
Two years ago the Franciscans opened a mission in South Sudan. Located on the edge of the capital city, three friars
serve the Parish of Holy Trinity and its ten communities, some up to 75 kilometres away. In January this year two extra
friars from Italy joined the missionaries.
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